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T H E M AG A Z I N E O F C H E R I S H E D S PAC E S
WELCOME TO AGORA JOURNAL
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE FOR OUR NEXT ISSUE :
May / June 2022 - submission deadline FRIDAY 1ST APRIL 2022
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YOUR ROUTE TO A UNIQUE AND POWERFUL MARKETPLACE
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format Agora Journal has a global reach of more than 40,000 senior architects and key decision-makers in the
ecclesiastical and cherished buildings environment. Each edition features new projects, company profiles, sector
news and architect commentaries on completed works. Agora Journal offers a highly targeted and focused
demographic for manufacturers and service providers in this uniquely important sector.
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Agora Journal is the exciting new publication for the cherished buildings sector. Produced bi-monthly in digital
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES • MEDIA KIT 2022/23

POWERFUL DIGITAL ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES
Your service, brand or company will
reach more than 40,000 plus key
decision-makers and specialists in the
global cherished buildings sector
through our eNews and digital edition.
Your company profile and information
will also stream through our powerful
social media channels.
Our Bi-monthly digital edition forwarded
direct to the heads of UK architecture
practices, key decision-makers and
influencers in the industry.

COMPANY ADVERTISING PROFILES
Content is everything’ – we know that
the most effective advertising doesn’t
just appear in display forms.
Take advantage of the benefits that a
company or practice profile can offer
your organisation. Showcase your
company’s success stories, expansions,
anniversaries or other interesting
developments.
Written editorial submitted by your
company or PR representation will
enable you to present your service to
this targeted audience in the most costeffective way.
Our highly experience editorail team can
also offer a bespoke feature writing
service plus architectural photography.

PRODUCT ADVERTISING PROFILES
Take advantage of the strong
promotional platform presented by
Agora Journal to promote your
products.

PRODUCT FOCUS ADVERTORIAL
• Single page profile: Includes images
and up to 400 words. Cost £1480 + VAT
• Double page profile: Includes images
and up to 800 words. Cost £2296 plus VAT

• Single inclusion: Includes images and a
press release of up to 100 words.
Cost £516 + VAT
• Half page profile: Includes images and
a press release of up to 200 words.
Cost £765 + VAT
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PROJECT PROFILES
Architects are invited to submit details
of building projects for possible
inclusion in Agora Journal. Submissions
should include a selection of high
quality digital images, (drawings if
applicable) and approximately 8001,000 words. Your project profile
appears free of charge. Those involved
in the project – contractors, subcontractors etc – may take the
opportunity to be associated with the
project and advertising is accepted to
appear alongside the specific project.
You can submit your project online:
www.agorajournal.co.uk/submit a project
or via email: joseph@agorajournal.co.uk

GENERAL ADVERTISING
Prime positions of inside front, inside
back and outside back offer high profile
advertising opportunities. ROM full
pages, half and Our exprienced creative
team can offer a bespoke design
service for your advertising if required.

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES • MEDIA KIT 2022/23
T H E M AG A Z I N E O F C H E R I S H E D S PAC E S
CLASSFIED SIZE OPTIONS

ROM SIZE OPTIONS








£1480






SERIES RATES
Competative series rates are available across platforms by negotiation.

FULL PAGE
INCL. BLEED

210MM WIDE X 297MM DEEP
216MM WIDE X 303MM DEEP

OUTSIDE BACK COVER
INSIDE FRONT COVER
INSIDE BACK COVER
FACING MATTER RHP

£130 EXTRA
£100 EXTRA
£100 EXTRA
15% EXTRA

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL (HPH)

172MM WIDE X 123MM DEEP

£765

AGORA website side banner advert
Size 300px wide x 675px deep – £799 excl. VAT skyscraper
advertisement (home page) 1 month display

HALF PAGE VERTICAL (HPV)

83MM WIDE X 248MM DEEP

£765

AGORA video trailer – £799 excl. VAT – 1 month display

QUARTER PAGE HORIZONTAL

172MM WIDE X 59MM DEEP

£516

QUARTER PAGE VERTICAL (QPV)

83MM WIDE X 123MM DEEP

£516

EIGHTH PAGE HORIZONTAL (EPH)

172MM WIDE X 27MM DEEP

£374

EIGHTH PAGE STANDARD (EPS)

83MM WIDE X 59MM DEEP

£374

AGORA website banner advert
900px width x1100px depth – £895 excl. VAT banner advertisement
(home page) 1 month display

CLASSIFIED SECTION
COLOUR £68.68

PER ISSUE

SIZE B:

5CM X 2COL

MONO £95.40 COLOUR £114.48

PER ISSUE

SIZE C:

6CM X 2COL

MONO £114.48 COLOUR £137.76

PER ISSUE

Digital issue sponsorship –
brand placement on intro page plus landing page
£1295 (excl. VAT) per edition
AL

MONO £57.24

A Company Profile listing – in Advertisers’ Directory
For 12 months digital presence £1200 excl. VAT

RN

3CM X 2COL

AGORA Online feature - Advertorials (for Product Focus
advertorials please see previous page above).
£1045 (excl. VAT) per insertion – 1 month display
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SIZE A:

AGORA Blog – £799 excl. VAT – 1 month display

CONTRIBUTIONS & DEADLINES • MEDIA KIT 2022/2023
T H E M AG A Z I N E O F C H E R I S H E D S PAC E S
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CONTACT US • MEDIA KIT 2022/2023
T H E M AG A Z I N E O F C H E R I S H E D S PAC E S
FOR ADVERTISING PLEASE CONTACT:
Catherine Kelly / Advertising
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INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
LINXI LIBRARY, CHINA

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
LINXI LIBRARY, CHINA
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t: 01244 831842
e. catherine@agorajournal.co.uk
w. www.agorajournal.co.uk

SEPTEMBER • OCTOBER 2021
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FOR EDITORIAL PLEASE CONTACT:
Joseph Kelly / Editor

YINAN LIBARY IS STRIKING EXAMPLE
OF ‘UBANITY’ IN ARCHITECTURE
Urbanity
“Urbanity” is the capability of architecture in shaping the features of
urban public space. The power, however, does not only derive from
the architecture itself, as “urbanity” is also affected by external factors such as policy, regulation and environment. Yinan Library and
Archives is located at the centre of the county, close to the county
government, shopping malls, schools, squares and old residential
areas, all of which form highly complex social and natural surroundings. The project, inspired by the concept of urbanity, seeks
to integrate various functions of the library and the archive centre
in order to create a multi-functional public space.
AGORA Journal September/October 2021

The project retains the original courtyard layout. By doing so, it not
only preserves the trees in the courtyard along with local historical
memories but also creates a green office environment with sufficient sunshine and ventilation. With an enclosed space, the project
presents at the external a unified image and at the internal a space
that integrates various functions.
Dignified
The main entrance is located at the southeastern corner. A link is
thus established between urban space and the courtyard, the external and the internal. The modernist facade features a division between
www.agorajournal..co.uk

public and private, dynamic and static, while the high columns at
the entrance highlight a fusion of the virtual and the real. The product is therefore a grace space of harmony and variety, which is at
once dignified and interesting.
Scope for future development
The courtyard is a transition from the urban space to the architectural space. It is also space where man and nature are in harmony,
and so it is the same with the relationship between the project and
the county. Above-ground and underground parking lots are located at the south square. It caters to the need of the local residents
and therefore enhances the urban functions of the surrounding area.
Space is also reserved for the future reconstruction and expansion
of Renmin Road to the south.
The large building and the narrow road property line is apt to create spatial pressure upon roads and streets. To ease the pressure,
the east facade of the project is withdrawn from the original and
designed to be of various density.
@agorajournal

PROJECT PROFILE:
LIBRARY LINXI, CHINA
Architects: 7 Studio of School of Architecture at CAFA
Area: 37200 m²
Year: 2020
Photographs: Weiqi Jin
Lead Architect: Dapeng Yu
Construction: Shandong Zhihua Construction Engineering Group Ltd.
Design Team:Dan Meng, Ningrui Zhang, Tong Zhao, Hongfei Yue,
Huanhao Li, Xiaosong Zhang, Jia Su
Collaborator Design Team: Zongqi Liu, Zhining Liu, Xiaoming Li, Ran
Xuan, Xiaodong Wang (Structural Engineer), Meng Wang (Structural Engineer), Chao Sun (Structural Engineer), Wei Chen (Electric Engineer), Jingxiang Cheng (HVAC Engineer), Chongle Zhu
Client: Yinan Bureau of Archives
Collaborator/ Associate:Shandong Zhihua Construction Engineering Group Co. Ltd
AGORA Journal September/October 2021

t: 01244 831842
e. joseph@agorajournal.co.uk
PROJECT
FRATRY AT CARLISLE CATHEDRAL
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w. www.agorajournal.co.uk
Agora Journal
16 Trinity Square
Llandudno
Conwy
LL30 2RB
Tel: +44 (0) 1244 831842

TRANSFORMATION IN CARLISLE
Grade I-listed medieval Fratry project
connects old and new

Feilden Fowles has completed the transformation of the Grade I-listed medieval Fratry at Carlisle Cathedral - the most significant physical intervention on the cathedral site for more than 150 years. A
new entrance to the refurbished Fratry hall and undercroft has been
created, reached through a newly built red sandstone entrance pavilion and link structure connecting old and new.
The project, completed following a long gestation (the cathedral
has been working on it for 15 years, and the architects for the last
six), gives the Fratry renewed purpose and welcomes the public for
the first time, enriching the cathedral’s benefits to the wider community. It is the seat of the Anglican Bishop of Carlisle, Cumbria,
northwest of England. Built in 1122 in a Norman architectural style,
and extended in the 13th and 14th centuries, the cathedral precinct’s
solid masonry is of local red St Bees sandstone, which has darkened over time. Feilden Fowles’ new entrance pavilion is made from
Dumfries red sandstone, Locharbriggs, cut and installed by local
stonemasons.
The Fratry was built in the 1500s as the priory refectory, and
houses one of the finest cathedral library collections of books in the
country. The pavilion is located to the northwest of the Fratry, on
the site of the former west range of the original Augustinian priory
cloister, destroyed during the Reformation; the lot had become dead,
windswept land, serving only as a thoroughfare. Positioned 90
degrees from the Fratry, the pavilion and its green fringe delineate
@agorajournal
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£8.95
€11.00
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